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Figure 3: Crosstalk results, sampling frequency:
250sps, number of samples: 4096
These results show a 120dB dynamic range
over the system bandwidth, which means a
reduction of 10dB of the CS5372/76 dynamic
range, while the crosstalk figures obtained in
the test are 25dB above the modulator
specification value for below 10Hz input signal
frequency and about 40dB above the same
value for over 90Hz input signal frequency. The
noise analysis of the acquisition system has
shown an Effective Number of Bits (ENOB) of
about 18 bits that can be further optimised by
using fully differential amplifiers as CS3301-2
with a noise figure of only 8.5nV/Hz. The use
of fully differential amplifiers together with
improvement of ground and power supply planes
will improve the crosstalk results considerably
[5].
5. Conclusions
The need of a high resolution and high signalto-noise ratio acquisition system in order to be
used in deep ocean seismometers has taken
us to design and implement a datalogger whose
characterization tests have been explained in
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this paper. The implemented test results have
shown a dynamic range of about 120dB for
below 80Hz input signal frequency at 250Hz
sampling rate, leading to a 18bits of ENOB,
while similar equipment available in the market
offer 78dB of dynamic range and 14 bits of
ENOB at 200Hz sampling rate.
However, noise features of the system can be
further optimized by using CS3301-2 low noise
fully differential amplifiers, that also improve the
channel crosstalk levels detected during the
tests.
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1. Introduction
Analog to Digital (ADC) converters are nowadays
extensively used in marine instrumentation. It
brings several benefits to a data acquisition
system like an efficient storage and processing
of the gathered information. In certain
applications, like the Ocean Bottom
Seismometer (OBS) developed in Vilanova i la
Geltrú Technological Center where the signals
to be measured are very small, the importance
in reducing noise in the acquisition system is
paramount. One of the components that
introduce noise is precisely the ADC.
Several tests exist to determine the noise
produce by an ADC. One of them, described in
the 1057 IEEE Waveform Digitizers Standard
[1], is used to measure random noise and
consists in shorting the ADC input and acquiring
two sets of M samples each (ya and yb) and
subtracting, point by point the values of the
samples in each record. The noise standard

deviation, expressed in least significant bit units
(LSB), is then calculated from the mean square
values:
(1)
If the amount of random noise present is small
compared with the quantization step, this method
can not be used because the sample values will
always be the same and the result will be 0. To
circumvent this problem, a small triangular
stimulus signal should be applied to the input
[1]. The start of the acquisition of the two sets
should be triggered on the same level.
The amount of random noise may also be
expressed in a parameter called Effective
Number of Bits (ENOB). It states the number of
bits of an ideal ADC with a quantization noise
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(6)

equal to the noise of the real ADC under test. It
is calculated from the estimated random noise
standard deviation using

Using (3) and considering that the test is unbiased
we finally obtain
(2)
(7)
where nb is the number of bits of the ADC and
Q is the ideal quantization width. The quantization
noise of an ideal ADC is [1].
Specifying these parameters is important, for
instance, in the comparison of different acquisition
systems or in evaluating the influence of different
factors in the performance of a given system.
One should however be concerned with the
uncertainty of the estimates obtained. In any
measurement made, whatever the domain, the
quality of the results should be stated clearly. The
generally accepted way to do it is the one
presented in the Guide for the Expression of
Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) [2].
To make this possible in the area of ADC testing,
the Instrumentation Group at Instituto de
Telecomunicações in Lisbon, Portugal, has been
working in the precision of several ADC test
methods. The conclusions arrived, concerning
the uncertainty of the estimated random noise
standard deviation obtained with the Random
Noise Test of ADCs, was published in [3]. Here
we will extend that study to the uncertainty of the
ENOB. This will be used to present the results of
the test made on a module containing a 24-bit
ADC used in the OBS.
2. Uncertainty of the ENOB
The following expression for the uncertainty of
the random noise standard deviation was
presented in [3] and thoroughly justified,
mathematically and experimentally:

We can se that the uncertainty of the estimated
ENOB does not depend on the ADC parameters,
namely, on the Number of Bits or the Full Scale
Range. For large values of noise standard
deviation it depends only on the number of
samples chosen.
3. Practical Application
The expression derived here is used now to
present the results of a study made on the
acquisition module of the OBS. We analyzed the
effect of number of active channels on the random
noise present on one channel.
Since we acquired 4096 samples in each set the
standard uncertainty of the estimated ENOB is,
from , equal to 0.016. Using a coverage of factor
of 2 (Ku) we obtain an expanded uncertainty of
0.032.
The ENOB as a function of the number of active
channels is represented in Figure 1. The vertical
bars, representing the confidence interval allows
the conclusion, from observation of the chart, that
the number of active channels has indeed an
influence on the ENOB and that the different
values of ENOB are not just due to uncertainty
in the measurement.

(3)

Since ENOB is a function of Or we can derive te
uncertainty of ENOB from the uncertainty of Or:

(4)

Deriving in order to leads to
(5)

Inserting into (4) gives
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Figure 1. Representation of the ENOB as a
function of the number of active channels. The
vertical bars represent the confidence interval
for a confidence level of 95%.
4. Conclusions
We maintain that it is important to translate the
quality of a measurement through the specification
of a confidence interval stating its uncertainty.
We derived the expression for the determination
of the uncertainty of the ENOB of an ADC tested
with the Random Noise Test and applied it to a
practical example of data acquisition module
testing used in marine instrumentation.
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1. Introduction
A PC based acquisition system normally uses
serial ports to acquire digital data from an A/D
converter. Also, serial ports are used for
communication with GPS card (to get GPS
messages), communication with data Centres
by phone modem, and with others local PC’s.
Therefore, a large number of serial ports are
needed, but this is no a problem in moderns
PC that usually have enough USB and serials
ports.
We have developed, in the Geophysical
Department of the Royal Naval Observatory
(ROA), an acquisition system based on a Linux
embedded PC using the parallel port for collect
digital data from a high resolution A/D converter.
Serial ports are reserved to GPS and data
transmission communications.

The system is synchronized using an ONCORE
UTC GPS. The pps signal is connected to the
IRQ11 (pin 4 of the PC104 connector) and the
GPS messages are received by COM1. A PLL
software, running in kernel space, was developed
by the ROA Time department. It acts over the
PC clock system and in the worse case the
maximum observed differences was better than
700 microseconds.
The parallel port has 4 control line (output), 5
state lines (input) and 8 data lines (input/output).
It can operate in several mode but we have
configured it in the Enahanced Parallel Port
(EPP) mode [3]. This mode permits a
bidirectional data transfer, having a rate between
500K to 2 M bytes per second, and the I/O
cycles are hardware controlled. Figure 2 shows
the read cycle handshake.

In this work an overview of the overall system
is presented, focus on the parallel port function.
2. The PC based acquisition system.
The overall system is shown in figure 1. We use
a 1Hz Mark L4C sensor with the band extended
[1] using a simple capacitor. The amplifier has
a non-inverter configuration in order to obtain
a high input impedance.
The designed A/D card includes the A/D
converter and the serial to parallel interface.
We have used a CS5323/CS5322 high
resolution 24 bits A/D converter that provides
a high dynamic range (> 130 dB at 125 sps).
This converter uses the oversampling technique,
so analogical antialiasing filters are not needed.

Figure 2. A EPP mode read cycle handshake.

Tree 74HC595 is used for the serial to parallel
conversion and to carry out the byte transfer by
the parallel port of the PC. A complete
explanation of this card can be found in [2].

Figure 1. A PC based acquisition system scheme.

Figure 3. Data acquisition process.
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